Ontario Medical Association
Community Meeting for Concerned Doctors of Kingston

Local physicians have been meeting with our MPP to discuss the real patient impact these cuts have had. The MPP has requested we work together to build a snapshot of local issues that she can bring forward in caucus. Collecting this information will also give us an opportunity to collate and publicize the real impact this will be having in our community. This type of publicity is precisely what is required to awaken the public to the harmful nature of these cuts that will drive doctors out of Ontario.

Even if your office or practice has not yet made changes affecting patient care, I strongly encourage you to come out, support your colleagues, and work together to raise awareness regarding the harmful nature of these cuts to healthcare.

We encourage you to attend an upcoming complimentary dinner event to discuss issues pertinent to our profession, including the government's unilateral action. As the current situation continues to evolve it is important to come together with colleagues and your local OMA representatives to share information and hear your views. This event is sponsored by the OMA and the Kingston Academy of Medicine.

Date: Tuesday, November 17, 2015

Location: Donald Gordon Centre
421 Union Street West, Kingston
(Free Parking)

Agenda:
6:30 p.m. – Registration/Dinner
7:00 p.m. – OMA Update
7:15 p.m. – Questions & Answers Session
Registration: Please RSVP (accepts only) via email to RSVP2015@oma.org

And specify, Yes I would like to attend the Kingston Community Meeting.

The views and the opinions expressed in this communication are those of the Constituency Group and may not reflect the views, policies and the opinions of the Ontario Medical Association. The Ontario Medical Association administers the distribution of Constituency Group communications but is not responsible for the contents. The OMA does not warrant the accuracy, timeliness or the completeness of the information contained in a Constituency Group communication.